Success Story: Maya HTT Implements Datacenter Clarity
LC® At A Major Colocation Provider’s 14 Datacenters

As a Top 30 green power Tech and Telecom
Company, the colocation provider operates
14 next-generation software-defined datacenters that provides wholesale and retail
colocation space.
Challenges
With a presence in multiple markets across the U.S. and
growing their North American footprint, the colocation
provider went through an exhaustive evaluation process
with over 15 candidates to decide which DCIM solution
would help them manage their mission critical facilities.

Benefits
The colocation provider has implemented the solution in
multiple facilities so far. Maya HTT continues to deploy and
scale the application across the customer’s entire portfolio. Datacenter Clarity LC will be monitoring and managing
close to half a million square feet and over 40 MW of power and Datacenter Clarity LC will make it easy to manage
while providing an accurate picture of the datacenter in
real-time.

To keep up with the continuing market expansion activity, the colocation provider needed a tool to integrate with
both new and legacy data center infrastructure.

“A data center is basically a living, breathing ecosystem.
With Clarity LC, we’ve gotten exactly that: Clarity. Essentially, the ability to track elements of availability and
usage on a per-customer-basis and gain graphical visibility on any changes ensures that our customers will have a
reliable, effective, and dynamic environment to operate
and grow their businesses.” said the CTO.

Solution Provided

About Datacenter Clarity LC

The colocation provider selected Datacenter Clarity LC
because Datacenter Clarity LC meets these requirements,
enabling an automated gathering and reporting of data
from all aspects of the data center; from the utility feed
down to the breaker level, including the fire & life safety
systems. Datacenter Clarity LC’s native connectivity supports over 800 different protocols out of the box.

Datacenter Clarity LC provides the tools to accurately and
efficiently manage datacenter infrastructure. Equipped
with a complete real-time picture of asset attributes in 3D,
Datacenter Clarity LC helps decision makers create the
most efficient possible datacenter configuration by placing
state of the art engineering software tools in the hands of
stakeholders.

“We needed a solution that offered the entire suite of
services DCIM’s are supposed to offer to satisfy the
needs of our engineers, technicians, and business stakeholders - power monitoring, alarming, capacity management, and remote access that fits into a true colocation environment. Not only was Maya HTT’s solution
the right fit, but the team of professionals supporting,
developing, and implementing the solution, alongside
their engineers proved that we were in good hands.”
said the CTO.

About Maya HTT
MAYA is a leading developer and provider of CAE and
DCIM solutions as well as the author of a variety of software products within the Siemens PLM portfolio. MAYA’s
solutions are deployed worldwide across a wide array of
industries to increase efficiency and deliver high quality
performance insight.

More Info: http://datacenter.mayahtt.com

